On the General Expression for the Electrophoretic Mobility of a Soft Particle.
Electrokinetic equations for electrophoresis of a soft particle (that is, a hard particle covered with a layer of polyelectrolytes) have been solved previously under the conditions that the net force acting on the soft particle as a whole (the particle core plus the polyelectrolyte layer) must be zero and that the electrical force acting on the polymer segment is balanced with a frictional force exerted by the liquid flow (J. Colloid Interface Sci. 163, 474 (1994)). In the present work we replaced the latter condition by the alternative and more appropriate condition that pressure is continuous at the boundary between the surface layer and the surrounding electrolyte solution to solve the electrokinetic equations and obtained the general mobility expression for the electrophoretic mobility of a spherical soft particle. It is found that the general mobility expression thus obtained reproduces all of the approximate mobility expressions derived previously and, in addition, that the continuous pressure condition leads to the correct limiting behavior of the electrophoretic mobility in the case where the frictional coefficient tends to zero (this behavior cannot be derived from the force balance condition for the polyelectrolyte layer). Copyright 2000 Academic Press.